New Products
Kershaw
Kershaw’s fishing knives feature razor-sharp blades of 420J2
stainless steel for excellent corrosion resistance, toughness
and easy re-sharpening when the time comes. The blades
have just the right amount of “flex” to make filleting easier.
The handles are glass-filled nylon for durability and have
a rubberized overmold with Kershaw’s exclusive K-Texture
for a super-secure grip. For easy storage, a blade protector
is included (except Folding Fillet). 6 styles, from large 12”
Curved Knife to compact Folding Fillet.

Brad’s Super Bait
The bait that started it all has added 4 new finishes for 2015 —
Super Baits, Candy Corn, Sa-Weet, Groucho and Twisted Sister.
These new colors are deadly behind your favorite flasher says
the Pro-Staff that developed them. Available at your fine tackle
stores or see them at www.bsfishtales.com

The Bradley Smoker Cookbook
The Go-To Guide for All Things Smoked. The Bradley Smoker
Cookbook takes the art of smoking, a process that can be intimidating
to the beginner, and demonstrates just how accessible it truly is.
Hundreds of pages of original photographs and recipes for soups,
vegetable dishes, salads, wild game, fruit, clams, and numerous
other dishes that wouldn’t typically be associated with smoking. From
appetizers to desserts, The Bradley Smoker Cookbook features
recipes that anyone can duplicate with their own smoker.

Paxis Packs
You’re on the water and you need something from
your pack; normally, you’d have to stop fishing to
remove your pack and get what you need. But with
a Paxis pack, you can keep your straps on, and
the things you need swing to the front in one swift,
secure motion. Available in two sizes. See the packs
in detail at www.paxispax.com 360-376-PAXX

Whether you’re a veteran who is looking to get creative with your
smoker or a novice who is looking for new ways to enjoy your
kitchen—this book is for you! www.bradleysmoker.com

Flying Fisherman Answers the
Call with New Phone Cases
Joining the line-up of new products this year will be
eight new iPhone5 and iPhone6 cases featuring
artwork by marine artist Jason Mathias. Two models
of durable cases to choose from include the durable,
slide-on silicone case to protect your phone from
shocks, drops, bumps and scratches, and the rugged
weather-proof case that’s rain, snow, dirt, and drop
proof, with a scratch-resistant screen protector, for
those looking for a bit more protection. MSRP is
$24.99 to $49.99. www.flyingfisherman.com
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